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Van Til #2

The Chn° framework is accepted on the absolute authority of Christ, or it is

not accepted at all. Finite man,how much the more sinful man, sees the facts of

the space-time world properly only and alone on the absolute authority of God

speaking in Christ.

The saExt± space-time world i as seen in terms of the Chn° framework is

not "open to verification" by means of any concept of truth that can be establishe

prior to one's conversion to Christianity. MOdern subjectivism cannot be

challenged in terms of any view of objectivity that has not been accepted on

the authority of Christ.

Having accepted the authority of Christ and having tuRi therefore for the

first time seen the space-time universe for what it is, the believer can point

out to the unbeliever that on his view he cannot even identify one space-time faeTt

fact, let alone bring all of them, as on his view he must, in exhaustive itelligible

inteleigigle relation to one another.

(page 18)

If what I have said so far in this letter is true, then it goes without saying

that we must present the God who is there to the modern man as the presupposition

of the fact and the possibility of/intelligent predication by man in any field. Man

cannot interpret either himself or his environment for what it actually is except

he do so in the speech of the God who is there.

"Are you xx really adequately presenting the God who is there as the presupposition

of the possibility of meaningful predication for man? Are you really adequately

showing that unless one makes the God who is there, i.e. the triune God of Scripture,

the presupposition of all his intellectual and moral activities he in effect destroys

human experience? (page 20)
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